Sc ytal e E n t e r p r i s e
Service Identity Management for the Cloud Native Enterprise
Scytale Enterprise enables security engineering teams to standardize and accelerate service authentication across cloud,
container-based, and on-premise platforms. Unlike other approaches, Scytale's solution is platform agnostic, fully
automated, scalable, and based on open source. Scytale Enterprise lets you reduce application onboarding from weeks to
minutes and accelerate cloud and container adoption without compromising existing security controls.

TH E P R O BL E M
As enterprise infrastructures become more distributed, hybrid, and interconnected, security and infrastructure engineering teams struggle to
authenticate services across platforms. In order to support existing, time-consuming workflows --- that include various activities such as service ID
creation, token rotation, ticket management, and approvals -- engineering teams end up waiting for disjointed Identity Providers (IdP) to be “glued”
together. In the end, the increased development velocity that clouds and containers promise is never realized. Enterprise security teams need an
automated, flexible and consistent solution for authenticating services, regardless of which platform they run on.

B EN E F I T S
Reduce time to market from
weeks to minutes

Boost staff and developer
productivity

Eliminate manual, time-consuming

Automated, policy-based controls

workflows and development efforts

mean that your developers write less

to authorize a service across multiple

code for security controls and

platforms. Automated, uniform

operations teams deal with fewer

service identity management reduces

tickets.

application onboarding times from
weeks to minutes.

Strengthen your security
posture

Speed cloud and container
adoption

Multi-factor policies establish

Don’t let multiple IdPs hold your

identities. The ability to extend your

cloud or container adoption back.

existing on-premise IdPs -- such as

Leverage a common, scalable

Active Directory -- to cloud and

identity model that is designed for

container services, strengthens your

cloud and container-based

security posture and reduces the risk

environments to seamlessly and

of compromise.

securely authorize services across
any platform.
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greater trust in provisioned

U SE C A S E S
Extend existing on-premise IdP into the cloud

Enable zero-trust networking

Scytale Enterprise securely delivers short-lived credentials from

Scytale Enterprise delivers service identities based on the

on-premise IdPs such as Active Directory to cloud and container

open-source SPIFFE standard, allowing development teams to shift

services. It enables cloud services to access on-premise services

trust from the network to the application.

without exposing IdPs to the internet or breaking or changing
existing risk policies.

Deliver strong authentication for your Service Mesh

Synchronize identities between multiple clouds

delivered automatically to each service, and can be used to establish

As your organization expands into multiple cloud and container

secure authentication and encryption between services.

Short-lived SPIFFE identities, as both certificates and tokens, are

platforms, Scytale Enterprise allows services running in one cloud to
assume identities in other clouds and on-premise directories, and
vice-versa.

KEY F E A T U R E S
Platform agnostic service identity

Designed for dynamic environments

Securely authenticate application or software services across heterogeneous

Easily manage identity in today’s cloud and containerized

platforms including cloud, containers, and on-premise infrastructure.

environments. Identities can be tied to individual services

Scytale Enterprise provides support for popular platforms including Amazon

instead of static hostnames and Scytale Enterprise is automated

Web Services, Microsoft Azure, and Kubernetes.

to help you scale authorization in highly elastic environments.

Policy-driven lifecycle management

Central service directory

Leverage multi-factor policies to eliminate hard-coded

Provides a centralized directory for all service identities that unifies cloud,

keys. The solution automates steps such as identity

container, and on-premise identity providers. For each service ID, the directory

issuance, attestation, and certificate rotation according to

also stores mapping to multiple identity providers that enables seamless

these predefined policies.

identity translation across heterogeneous platforms.

Comprehensive auditability

Short-lived credentials

Get complete, granular insights into the lifecycle of a

Configure short-lived credentials in anywhere from a few minutes to a few

service’s identity in highly dynamic environments,

hours. This reduces the attack radius and eliminates the need to rotate or

including its associated policies and other details about

explicitly revoke credentials when they're no longer needed.

the service itself.

Scytale Enterprise is built and maintained by a team with deep expertise in distributed

Based on an open-source standard
(SPIFFE) which is designed by industry

architectures. It helps you avoid single points of failure from underlying IdPs.

leaders, ensuring flexibility and security.

Scales to next generation architectures
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